
ETHNICITY

CHAPTER 7



ETHNICITY

Key Issues

1. Where are ethnicities distributed?

2. Why have ethnicities been transformed 
into nationalities?

3. Why do ethnicities clash?

4. What is ethnic cleansing?





















HISTORICAL CONTEXT

 Why did each of the four ethnic groups cluster where 
they did?

 Describe the migration pattern

 What were the push/pull factors?

 What historical events prompted the push/pull factors?
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HOMEWORK 1/9

 Finish Migration Flow Chart

 Start working on Vocab

 Watch/Take notes on 7.1 >>> uploaded on Schoology













THE RACIST HISTORY OF CHICAGO’S 

HOUSING POLICY

1. Why is Chicago geographically separated? Describe.

2. Why is Chicago’s geographic separation “no accident”? Redlining? Restrictive 
Covenants? Suburbia?

3. The Fair Housing Act of 1968 forbids racial discrimination in the housing 
market yet real estate agents still conducted “shady business.” What were 
they doing?

4. How were Blacks forced out of living in certain neighborhoods?

5. Describe the positives/negatives of Public Housing aka “The Projects” 
(Cabrini Greens & Robert Taylor Homes): 

6. How have the “colorlines” of Chicago created a long history of social-
economic and racial problems?
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BRAIN FOOD



INTRO OF APARTHEID IN SOUTH AFRICA

 TASK: Watch and add to your concept web 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7yvnUz2PLE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S7yvnUz2PLE












NEW POV ON COLOR/RACE/ETHNICITY

 Angélica Dass's photography challenges how we think 
about skin color and ethnic identity. In this personal talk, 
hear about the inspiration behind her portrait project, 
Humanæ, and her pursuit to document humanity's true 
colors rather than the untrue white, red, black and yellow 
associated with race.

 TASK: Write down 7-8 details from Dass’ talk about 
color/race/ethnicity

https://www.ted.com/talks/angelica_dass_the_beauty_of_human_skin_in_every_color


HOMEWORK: 230-232 
Stop Before Multinational States

1. Read and outline pages 230-232 (stop before "Multinational 
States") >> no more than 2 pages in your notebook if you have big 
handwriting. DO NOT re-write the textbook.

2. Read & watch the Amazon's headquarters article then prepare 
3 high quality human geography discussion questions just like 
you would for a current events presentation. We will sign up for 
days tomorrow. Be prepared to share and discuss your questions. 
Link to the article is below.

 Work on Vocab > Quiz next Friday 1/19 on Chapter 7 terms.
 IF YOU DIDN'T make your Apartheid Concept Web because Ms. Bell 

didn't post the homework, please finish it. My apologies.
 As always, go back and watch/add to your notes the 7.1 video [link 

in folder]


